
 
 

 
 

This week we have been 

learning these sounds: 

 
 

This week’s story:  
 

Watch this version of the 

Diwali story and talk to your 

child about how lights are 

used in the story. 
Diwali Story - CBeebies - BBC 

 

 Reading task: 

Please read your reading 

book and share the books in 

your purple book bag. Read 

the words: 

I, am, the, is, 

dad, mum, it, in, 

to  

 Writing task: 

 

Practice writing the sounds we have 

learnt this week in phonics – u and r. 
 

             
 

Practise writing your name and the 

words listed in the reading task box. 

u 
as in umbrella 

 

r 
as in rabbit 

 

Floppy phonics online:  
www.oxfordowl.co.uk 
 
Click ‘log in’ 
Click ‘students’ 
Classname: coleman-1 
Password: Reception 

  Maths task: 

This week we have been learning about 4 and 5. Listen to this 

story together – ‘Pete the Cat and his 4 Groovy Buttons’. Bing 

Videos. Next find 5 buttons or coins. Show your child 3 of them 

and see how quickly they can say how many without counting – 

this is subitising. Repeat for numbers 1, 2, 4 and 5.  

 Physical task: 
 

Follow the moves in this dance track and get your muscles working! 

Bing Videos (PhysEdZone Firework PE). What happens to your body 

when you exercise? Can you feel your heart beating faster? Are you 

out of breath? 
Next week: 

We will be learning about people who work at night. 

Homework is now available to be viewed on the school’s new website. You can click on the links to go straight to the stories above.  

To find our homework, click on ‘Our Curriculum’ then ‘Reception’. There are also photos and other information available to view as well.  

 

 

Homework 

10.11.23 

Weekly theme: Remembrance Day 

Weekly question: How do we use light to celebrate Diwali? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/stories/lets-celebrate-diwaliperformance
http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/
https://www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?q=Pete%20the%20Cat%20and%20His%20Four%20Groovy%20Buttons%20Song&mid=89B7680E20578D3BA97889B7680E20578D3BA978&ajaxhist=0
https://www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?q=Pete%20the%20Cat%20and%20His%20Four%20Groovy%20Buttons%20Song&mid=89B7680E20578D3BA97889B7680E20578D3BA978&ajaxhist=0
https://www.bing.com/videos/riverview/relatedvideo?&q=Pe+Warm+Up+count+to+5&&mid=26CBA27D323298E7B43F26CBA27D323298E7B43F&&FORM=VRDGAR
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